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ABSTRACT: Energy harvesting, environmental waste energy collection and it has been gradually being transformed to usable
electricity the interest of researchers because the conventional energy sources are limited. In this study investigated the
manufacture of flexible piezo composites Powder (i.e. 3 μ and 1 μ particulate size) with lead zirconate titivate (PZT). Carbon
nano tubes multi-wall (MWCNT) (5-20 nm diameter, thickness before length 10 μ), synthetic rubber and solvents of
polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) chloroplast, These materials were tested for their highest performance, Durability and life under
various conditions. The key goal is extract accessible energy to operate different low-powered devices mobile and wireless
sensor networks and specifications as well as the latest emergence of electrical and mechanical devices with extremely low
power microelectromechanical devices, for example (MEMS).
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INTRODUCTION
Basically, there are three different energy mechanisms electrostatic, electromagnetic and piezoelectric
scavenging application wikipedia.org/wiki/energetic harvesting). In the 1990s, scientists turned care for
scavenging of anthropomorphic energy. Extraction in basic terms energy from human actions and processes
such as walking, breathing, energy energy heat for the body, etc. Power may possibly be created by body
heat, breathing or motion a computer Mechanical energy from stresses, vibrations or force transforms piezo
electric materials into Strength power[1]. If there is a mechanical load, they are able to produce electric
charge Applied to them. Applied to them. This piezoelectric material property led scientists to develop
different piezoelectric harvesters as ENERCHIP, ultrasound actuators, etc. In order to power and control
various applications, accelerometers[2]. Because of its composition piezoelectric materials are a viable
source of energy cavity, able to sense vibrations. A wide range of piezoelectric materials are currently
available and depending on your choice of energy sensing, actuating, or collecting Features. Features. The
traditional patchwork is polycrystalline ceramic. By yours the anisotropic properties of the piezoelectric
material vary depending on Forward of forces and polarization and electrode orientation. But, a mechanism
for storing the energy involves using piezoelectric materials for the production of energy Generated
electricity. Generated energy. So we can either enforce an energy-saving circuit Harvested for later use or
built a circuit to use the energy harvested[3]. The key MEMS implementation. In sensors including medical
(blood pressure), vehicle sensors, technology is available Industrial and pressurized systems (pressure, mass
air flow). Included Piezoelectric MEMS have attracted a number of MEMS energy collection devices
interest in study because of its simplicity. Piezoelectric material is supplied under vibration force electric
power generation.

Fig. 1: Shoe generator using EAP/DEE
In 2001, notable British designer Trevor Bayliss traveled the Namibian desert for 100 miles wearing model
piezo generator shoes created by the Defense Evaluation examination Agency of the UK Ministry of
Defense. This model had the option to produce around 150 mW of intensity. In 2010, Calpine et al.
distributed a paper in Nano Letters portraying a strategy to make adaptable Nano generators. The group
created PZT nanofibers and moved them onto a silicone substrate to get an exceptionally adaptable Nano
generator. The benefit of such a generator is that it very well may be utilized as an all-inclusive, implantable
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generator. It is adaptable also[4], eliminates the disadvantages because of unbending nature and fragility of
PZT sheets. Applications may incorporate inserts inside the human body (utilizing lead free materials) to
control life uphold devices like pacemakers (Calpine et al., 2010). Dr. Zhong Lin Wang of the Korea
Advanced Institute of Science and Technology in coordinated effort with Georgia Institute of Technology
has made many discoveries in adaptable Nano generator innovation. Dr. Wang and his group have dealt
with zinc oxide examining its piezoelectric and semi conductive properties. They have manufactured ZnO
nanowires, nanoballs, and so forth In vivo tests were directed by embedding the nanowires into the heart
and stomach of rodents where 30 pA at 3 mV and 4 pA at 2 mV were produced separately (Wang and Song,
2006)[5].
In 2001, notable British designer Trevor Bayliss traveled the Namibian desert for 100 miles wearing model
piezo generator shoes created by the Defense Evaluation Examination Agency of the UK Ministry of
Defense. This model had the option to produce around 150 mW of intensity. In 2010, McAlpine et al.
distributed a paper in Nano Letters portraying a strategy to make adaptable Nano generators. The group
created PZT nanofibers and moved them onto a silicone substrate to get an exceptionally adaptable Nano
generator. The benefit of such a generator is that it very well may be utilized as an all-inclusive, implantable
generator. It is adaptable also, eliminates the disadvantages because of unbending nature and fragility of
PZT sheets. Applications may incorporate inserts inside the human body (utilizing lead free materials) to
control life uphold devices like pacemakers (McAlpine et al., 2010). Dr. Zhong Lin Wang of the Korea
Advanced Institute of Science and Technology in coordinated effort with Georgia Institute of Technology
has made many discoveries in adaptable Nano generator innovation. Dr. Wang and his group have dealt
with zinc oxide examining its piezoelectric and semi conductive properties. They have manufactured ZnO
nanowires, nanoballs, and so forth In vivo tests were directed by embedding the nanowires into the heart
and stomach of rodents where 30 pA at 3 mV and 4 pA at 2 mV were produced separately (Wang and Song,
2006)[6].

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
There have been many paper published in the field of piezoelectric field among all those paper a paper titled
“A review on piezoelectric material as a source of generating electricity and its possibility to fabricate
devices for daily uses of army personnel” by Ritendra Mishra*, Shruti Jain, C. Durga Prasad discussed about
energy gathering, ecological waste energy assortment, and it has been slowly being changed into usable
power the interest of scientists on the grounds that the regular fuel sources are restricted[7]. This
examination researched the production of adaptable piezo composites Powder (for example 3 μ and 1 μ
particulate size) with lead zirconate titanate (PZT). Carbon nanotubes multi-divider (MWCNT) (5-20 nm
breadth, thickness before length 10 μ), engineered elastic, and solvents of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
chloroplast, these materials were tried for their best, Durability, and life under different conditions. The key
objective is to separate available energy to work distinctive low-fueled gadgets versatile and remote sensor
organizations and determinations just as the most recent development of electrical and mechanical gadgets
with amazingly low-power microelectromechanical gadgets, for instance (MEMS)[8].
CONCLUSION
Composite piezoelectric materials have shown potential as sources of alternate electrical power capable of
generating enough energy to power ultra-low power microelectronic devices. Attempts were previously
made to fabricate piezoelectric materials in shoes for generating electricity for the purpose of army personnel
situated at high altitudes. Although our initial experiments have not yielded significant results, we intend to
further, refine the fabrication procedure of flexible piezo harvesters to get better outputs as we believe the
problem is in the fabrication process. We will also try to make energy harvesters out of flexural composite
piezo discs in our future trials as they have shown promise as small-scale energy harvesters.
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